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CITY SHIP 41 CRASHES ON LYCAVORE ON A SEED MISSION. 989,768
Pralors survive the crash, City Ship 41 suffers extensive damage but is
fully intact.

A twenty person Lycavorian hunting party stumbles across a Pralor gathering
and four Pralors are infected by the Lycan virus. The twenty hunters willingly
remain among the Pralor people and more relationships ensue.

An attempt to contact the Pralor homeworld via a repaired communications
array reveals a new war has broken out in Pralor space and their
homeworld is destroyed.

Chief Elder Pralor Sumar and Chief Elder Vizier Wayonn make the
decision to begin to blend the surviving Pralors into the Lycavorian
population so that their race does not die out completely. They believe
their influence will have a calming affect on the more animalistic
tendencies of the Lycavorian people as a whole.

Over the next five millennia the remaining Pralors are turned and absorbed
into the species known as Lycavorian

Sumar is the last of his people to join with the Lycavorian people, finally
discovering a strong female in the most powerful pack of Lycavorians.
The difference in the species as a whole is telling and they are already
showing signs of outgrowing their more savage natures.

Nearly ten thousand years pass and with the six largest and most
powerful Lycavorian Ruling Packs now almost completely mixed with
Pralor blood the species is beginning to advance at a rapid rate though
one pack still clings to many of the by now ancient and barbaric
traditions.

Avatar 41 completes repairs on City Ship 41's lone remaining transport

Sumar and Wayonn, now senior members of their Ruling Packs, hold
a lottery of the original Pralors to ask for volunteers to return to their
homeworld and discover what has come of their people.

Wayonn leads nearly twenty thousand as they board the remaining
transport for return to the Pralor homeworld. Among the crew are his
Lycavorian bride who he has come to worship and all of their thirteen
children.

The five year trip lands them in the middle of a horrendous war zone.
The Pralor species is being systematically obliterated planet by planet.
Wayonn quickly decides they they can not remain and directs that
they begin to return. Their ship is heavily damaged during the escape
but they do manage to engage their Quantum Fusion Drive one last
time at the cost of three hundred lives.

The damaged QF Drive drops them into what would later become
Protectorate Space where they settle on a world much like Lycavore.

Sumar and his wife and mate become parents to their first born son
Resumar. Resumar's two brothers and one sister follow within the
next decade.

Wayonn and those with him complete construction of a five hundred
person transport which is then used to transport Wayonn's youngest
son Canth and his two oldest children back to Lycavore.

The Lycavorian people are on their way to prosperity and choose a
form of government that will allow them to pick a King from the
strongest among them.

Eliani is born.  Resumar is smitten when he first sees her when she is
only twenty-three.

Canth returns with his five hundred people and immediately
becomes Resumar's closest friend and advisor. 

Resumar is chosen as King with nearly 80% of the popular vote and the
full backing of five of the six Lycavorian Ruling Packs. His drive to see
his people succeed and his honor is beyond question among their
people. He is the largest wolf to have ever lived up until this time. Only
the Ruling Pack under Chetak refuses to acknowledge him as King,
though they are overruled. This would begin the feud between the two
men.

Canth is the first to know that Eliani is the true strength behind Resumar
and he encourages his friend to see her and court her whenever
possible.

Canth is named as the First Oracle of the Lycavorian people

Eliani and Resumar begin planning their life together as she awaits
her coming of age. They have a love that is talked about among their
people on a daily basis and only confirms for them that they made
the right choice.

In an act of total disregard for the gains the Lycavorian people have
made for themselves, Chetak violently and against her wishes, claims
Eliani in the midst of her Coming of Age fever. Resumar is on the
opposite side of the planet and unable to challenge him for her. This
sets off feelings of retribution and violence with many calling for
Resumar to take her back by force

Eliani's sister comes to Resumar and Canth about the Lunmai that
Eliani is experiencing. The three of them plot to have Resumar take
Eliani back using this little known Second Coming of Age Fever.

Using the little known condition called the Lunmai, Resumar reclaims
Eliani on a full moon, consecrating their union by the sharing of blood at
the height of their passion and fully claiming her under the Centennial of
the Moon as his Anome. History scrolls would later record that her howls
of bliss and happiness still danced among those mountain tops decades
later.

Chetak challenges Resumar, sending his two sons to attack him
immediately. Resumar kills Chetak's sons with little effort and Chetak is
severely wounded when he attempts to strike Eliani's Anome from
behind. Her wolf claws open his chest to the bone in defense of her
beloved Resumar. Chetak and his pack are banished to a remote island
on the far side of the planet forever and forbidden to return upon pain of
execution.

Resumar and Canth work for over three years with members of the five
Ruling Lycavorian Packs and establish the Seventeen Chronicles of
Lycavorian Law and The First Oracle's Declaration They are passed by
referendum of the people with no dissenting votes.

Over the course of the next five millennia Lycavore prospered and grew.
The leadership of Resumar and Eliani as King and Queen cemented
the love and adoration of the Lycavorian people.

Census taken in 19,500. Total population of Lycavore 877,000,000,000

One month after the birth of Resumar and Eliani's first daughter, an
event that turned into a weeklong party, Lycavore was shattered by the
Black Day. Fleets of High Coven warships, millions of High Coven
troops swarming their defenses. They never stood a chance. It took only
two days to sweep the Lycavorian ships from the stars, they were not
truly warships to begin with. It took longer to conquer them on their
planet, and when they had claimed nearly a million High Coven lives,
the poison missiles came.

Like black clouds across the skies they came. And Lycavorians died.
When it was over, over six hundred billion had been killed. The rest
were enslaved and only the fact that the High Coven had spared
Resumar and Eliani saved the Lycavorian people from extinction. 
Canth survives but his beloved wife and two children are believed dead
in the mass executions that took place in the capital just before the
war's end.

Chetak leads his pack to Enurrua after escaping the shattered remains
of their homeworld. On Enurra they find the Dragons from Elear and start
trophy hunting them.

This was the year that began the slavery and oppression of the
Lycavorian people. Resumar and Eliani knew that in order for their
people to survive they would have to endure the oppression of their
People and all the High Coven could do to them. 

Canth and Resumar, combined with the remaining leaders of the Ruling
Packs begin to make solid friendships with other races they had never
seen before. Among these species are the Algolians, the Hadarians and
the Elves.

Wayonn makes the decision to remain away from Lycavore and risk
exposing their Lycavorian society to the High Coven oppression. It is a
decision he makes with a heavy heart knowing his dear friend Sumar is
long dead and he can do nothing to help his son.

Canth forms the School of the Oracles at the main Lycavorian Worker
Settlement and begins to teach the skills his father passed on to him.
Working in concert with Resumar, Eliani and many of the most powerful
Mindvoicers among the Lycavorian people, he begins to instruct them in
the finer uses of Mindvoice and how they can support their people.
Within a decade three branch academies are opened at other settlement
moons and camps.

The Protectorate is officially born under Wayonn and the leadership of
Canth's youngest children. Among them Dutkne's father.

The Protectorate and the Vanari Empire have First Contact. Several
violent skirmishes ensue over the ability of the Vanari females to
influence all males and many females with the oil they secrete through
their skin. A full scale war is averted when a mutual non-agression pact
is forged by Wayonn and Dutkne's father.

Wayonn begins making secret trips into The Wilds and High Coven
space in the hopes of making contact with Resumar. He is unsuccessful
in his attempts to penetrate High Coven security.

The Elven King and his bloodline is executed on Elear for him speaking
out against the High Coven. The remaining members of the Elven
Parliament secretly swear their alligence to Resumar and Eliani as their
new King and Queen. The elven King's remaining two children are spirited
away and hidden among the many Lycavorian settlements and moons.

The remaining Elven Princess is named as First Elven Concubine to
Resumar and Eliani against their wishes. They reluctantly accept
however and a deep and abiding love grows between the three of them
over the course of the years.

On one of his journeys into The Wilds Wayonn discovers and makes
contact with a lone female Pralor. He discovers she is the last of the pure
Pralor species, an Acolyte, escaping into the unknown as their species
died around her slaughtered by The Scourge. Shiria becomes his most
important asset and connection within this Quadrant of space. In her
possession is VORTEX Cruiser 341.

The first inklings of rebellion begin to form in the minds of Resumar and
the other leaders.

The Elves, Hadarians, Algolians and Nodon all secretly agree to a
leadership pact under Resumar and begin to plan the rebellion that
will free them from the yoke of High Coven oppression.

Resumar and Eliani's five children begin to shuttle back and forth
between Lycavorian slave settlements in an attempt to confuse the High
Coven as to their actual whereabouts. By now the love between Eliani
and their elven concubine has grown to the point that both of them
refuse to be separated from Resumar for any length of time and her
elven abilities within Mindvoice have grown to such an extent she is
considered one of the most powerful among them. She has been wolf
for nearly five hundred years now, and at Eliani's urging and desire she
finally allows herself to become pregnant with Resumar's child.

Wayonn is not pleased with Shiria's decision to remain among the
Kavalian people and try to temper their more violent nature. Their
culture is even more barbaric than the Lycavorians when he and
Sumar first discovered them. Shiria then explains to Wayonn why that
is and Wayonn realizes that there is a final Pralor somewhere out there
among the stars. A Pralor that is older than even him.

Chetak and his people begin to hunt Dragons in order to harvest their bodies for
enormous profit within The Wilds. Prior to this Chetaks tribe only hunted Dragons for
Sport now they are on the verge of committing genocide. This begins the 
Dragon/Lycavorian Wars on Enurrua.

In an effort to save at least some of her kind the Dragon Elder
Mother Arzoal sends several thousand of her kind off Enurrua to
parts unknown.

After several clashes with High Coven officers over their raping of
Lycavorian females, the High Coven declares the School of the Oracles
closed and all students and teachers executed. Only Canth is spared
and he frantically helps several dozen of his Oracles escape into the
Unknown of The Wilds.

Resumar and the other leaders, among them the Hadarian Queen
and great grandmother to King Yelu begin to meet and pool
resources and intelligence in preparation of launching their rebellion
against the High Coven.

Two surviving Oracles from the last Oracle Academy to be destroyed
give birth to a young girl they name Dustha. They are among the most
powerful of the surviving Oracles and have only communicated with the
First Oracle via holocommunication. They immediately begin to instruct
their daughter in the ways of the Lycavorian Oracles, somehow knowing
she will one day be meant for something great.

At only one hundred and seven years of age, Dustha has shown
unprecedented progress and ability within Mindvoice. One of the
last surviving Oracles, hounded by the High Coven and eventually
trapped, passes on all he is to her during the Change of the Oracles.

Dustha arrives on Earth to become Oracle to the Spartan people. After
five hundred years of running and hiding, she believes she has finally
found a people that most seem like her own.

Eliani and her elf lover come up with an idea that will insure the survival
of the Lycavorian people if their rebellion is crushed. Using Canth as
their conduit, they send out word to all the surviving Oracles to find
suitable hosts. Resumar refuses at first to resort to such tactics but is
soon convinced by the two women he worships above everything else.

Dustha contacts Canth, and through him explains that Earth and the
Spartan people would be perfect for them to emulate.

King Resumar orders that the Chosen Ten Thousand immediately be
taken from their mother's wombs and be transported to Earth under
the care of the Oracle Dustha. Within hours of the final transport
departing and carrying what could be the only survivors of their
Lycavorian people, King Resumar, Queen Eliani and their beloved elf
concubine fall in battle with the High Coven troops sent to assassinate
them. Their children quickly follow their example of their parents and
fall in battle fighting for their people. These selfless actions spark the
rebellion into full action. 

Within six months time, the High Coven has lost control of over ninety
percent of their slave encampments and along with a heartbroken Deia
and hundreds of others paving the way, the United Lycavorian Union is
born.

King Leonidas is born.Believed to have fallen with his King, the mortally wounded body of
Canth is taken to Uwkav where he is imprisoned by Veldruk in the
hopes of obtaining knowledge and abilities from the man he knew as
a son of a Pralor.

Apo Prime is designated the new Lycavorian homeworld and capital of
the United Lycavorian Union. Unbeknownst to the High Coven Enforcers,
nearly five hundred million children had been born in captivity and it was
these and the survivors of the Black Day who settled Apo Prime.

After a two year long battle Hadaria is freed of High Coven oppression.

A Three year long battle that cost more than sixty million lives finally sees
Elear once more free of High Coven forces and free.

Gorgo is born to Leonidas's half brother, but even then, Leonidas
could smell the pureness of the blood in her veins marking her as one
of the Five Lycavorian Ruling Packs. He would never know why he
needed her, only that he did. A need that was matched in every way by
Gorgo herself, even from a very  young age.

As more and more worlds and species flocked to the protection of the
fledgling Lycavorian Union, Deia and so many others struggle to make
decisions and give them purpose in their actions.

King Leonidas of Sparta, last surviving child of King Resumar and
Queen Eliani of the Lycavorian people, dies at a little known place on
the planet Earth called Thermopylae. His sacrifice and the sacrifice of
three hundred men who had only just discovered who and what they
were was the catalyst for the Union to fully embrace all that they
desired and move forward in the name of a King none of them had
ever known.

Four months after the death of Leonidas, Gorgo, just beginning to show
the signs of her pregnancy, is removed from Earth at Dustha's direction.
She carries with her one of two heirs to the Union throne and with the
High Coven out to kill Leonidas's first born son, it is the only way to keep
them safe.
(Author's Note: In actual Earth history, Gorgo is never heard from
again after 480 B.C. and this is one of the reasons I went in the
direction I did with TOEE.)

Martin Leonidas is born on a Union Heavy Cruiser nine months after
the death of his father. Not yet six months old, he is placed in a Cryo
chamber to keep him safe. Gorgo, still distraught over the death of
her beloved Leonidas, does not even name him. Under the watchful
and caring eye of a young Lycavorian Captain named Riall, she
remains with the chamber nearly all the time.

Remorseful over the death of his children and so many of his people and
those he calls friends, but bolstered by their desire to not give up,
Wayonn does not return to this Quadrant of space for nearly a thousand
years.

Time-line History of the
Lycavorian Union

Wayonn and the first ten thousand Pralors disperse among the six most
powerful Lycavorian ruling packs.

A Pralor scout ship sent to find the lost city ships is forced to land on Elear after
Its Quantum engines were damaged. They discover 3 sentient species on this planet:
The Kavgart, the forerunners to todays Elves and Dragons

Pralor Artre with the backing of Pralor Arzoal convinces the Dragon Elder Council and
the Commander of the surviving Pralors that they could devise a serum that would
make the Kavgart peaceful thus stopping the attacks on them for the last 500 years.
Arzoal at the time knew the serum wouldn't work but said nothing for she had fell in
love with Artre. 100 Dragons volunteer to help and a lab is setup on the other side of
the planet.

Pralor Arzoal confronts Artre over his plans for the now complete serum. Artre then
stabs Arzoal in the chest mortally wounding her and then leaves her to die. Arzoal
knowing she was dying uses a PTC to transfer her mind into a Dragon egg in its first stage
of development. Arzoal was 9,300 years old at the time

The renegade Pralor Artre uses the serum developed from Kavgart and Lycavorian
DNA to transform the 100 Dragons that follow him. These transformed Dragons then
are able to breed with Kavgart females to produce the fore runners of todays 
Kavalians.

The Dragon egg that Pralor Arzoal transferred her mind into hatches and retains
all of the knowledge of her former Pralor life.

Arzoal is named a Dragon Elder at the physical age of 9.

Dragon Elder Arzoal convinces the Dragon Elder Council to declare war on the renegade
Pralor Artre and his followers

The war between the Dragons and the renegade Pralor Artre ends when Arzoal kills
Artre in what is the present day Dragon Mountain on Elear. The surviving Proto 
Kavalians and Kavgart are exiled to the planet Cabelir and transported there in the
partially repaired scout ship.

The first of the Elves as we know them today is born on Elear

Arzoal is named Dragon Elder Mother and she decides that the Dragons must leave
Elear so that the Elves can grow with out interference. The first wave of Dragons leave
Elear at this time

The first wave of Dragons contacts Arzoal and tells her they have landed on a planet
close to 90,000 light years away from Elear and it is suitable for the Dragons. They 
Send back the scout ship on remote with an expected time for the trip of 2 years

The second wave of Dragons leave Elear with all of the remaining Dragon eggs

The scout ship finally returns to Elear after 9,000 years instead of the expected 4 years
and with no contact from the first or second waves of Dragons. The ship also comes
back battered and beaten, but all systems functioning. Dragon Elder Mother Arzoal and
The last of the Dragons leave Elear but settle on the planet Enurra, Arzoal can't bring
herself to leave this quadrant of space. The fate of the other Dragons is not known at
this time.

The Genome Program is started by the United States under the direction of
Dr. Walter Carson. Its aim is to create genetically enhanced soldiers (Genomes).
The first such group of Genomes is given to the US Navy to train as SEALs.

The US Navy activates the first Genome unit and designates it as SEAL Team 12 and
places the Genome known as Martin Hunter in command of the team. 

An unknown flaw in the Genome process has started causing the Genome's to
mentally snap and go on rage fueled rampages.

After 3 years of not being able to find the flaw in the process the Genome Program is
shut down and all remaining Genomes are pulled in for testing and if needed
elimination. Only SEAL team 12 and a Air Force unit survive what becomes known as
the Genome Purge. No degradation was found in both surviving units and the scientists
after much testing could not find the reason for this. Both units are returned to active
duty.

Eden Moon Base nears completion and SEAL Team 12 is selected as the station
security force.

A mysterious comet passes between the earth and the moon, causing the inhabitants
of the Eden Moon Base to experience time at a different rate then everyone else on the
surface of the earth. It also causes the atmosphere to catch fire wiping out half of the
total population of earth. This becomes known as the Great Fire by the survivors and
their decedents

The inhabitants of Eden Moon Base return to experiencing “normal” time, finding the
world they left behind radically changed.

The atmosphere stops burning and the survivors come out of hiding. During those 5
years Dr. Walter Carson invented “sleep chambers” so that the scientists could lives
would last longer by being awake 5 years and then sleeping for 5. Over the next 5
years Dr. Carson using his knowledge from the Genome Program creates the first
Elves on the planet earth to help humanity recover from the Great Fire. Over the last 28 years the Elves that Dr. Walter Carson created have been pressed into

slavery. First in black market operations then slowly becoming the norm. During his last
sleep cycle a new government was formed that institutionalized the practice. They also
took his research and started conducting horrific experiments. Upon awaking in 2103
Dr. Carson plotted to help the Elves by genetically putting the will to resist into his
latest batch of created Elves.
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